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reinforce efforts in the Biological Weapons Convention process.
This understanding was well reflected in the Agenda for
Humanitarian Action adopted by the 28th International
Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent last December,
including by all States party to the Geneva Conventions
represented at the Conference. This exercise is not – and
must not – become a parallel exercise to the Biological
Weapons Convention. With this in mind, the question we have
asked ourselves – and which we urge your authorities to
consider – is the following: Is the BWC expert process more
or less likely to succeed if it’s accompanied by a high level
affirmation of its noble purpose, and increased ministerial
attention is paid to the challenges that the BWC regime faces?

This Chronology was compiled by Nicholas Dragffy and Daniel
Feakes from information supplied through HSP’s network of
correspondents and literature scanners.

Historical Note no.4 by John Hart

Information about the CBW weapons programmes of the USSR

Authoritative information on the development of chemical/
biological-warfare (CBW) weapon activities in the USSR
has, historically, proved difficult to obtain. Definitive and
comprehensive published studies would be based on
primary sources and would describe the evolution of
organizations, activities and policies. They would also
indicate how official policies and programmes were actually
implemented. Many Russian-language accounts of the
Soviet CBW weapons programme are based not on Soviet
information, but instead summarize information published
outside the country. Publicly-available non-Russian-
language assessments of Soviet CBW weapons
programmes may be based on intelligence information,
most of which is not publicly available and whose integrity
is difficult or impossible for outside observers to ascertain.
This is partly because of efforts by governments to protect
the sources and methods of their intelligence services.
Political considerations can also affect the integrity of the
information. Other sources of information on Soviet CBW-
related activities include news items and the declarations
that Russia has made to states parties to the Biological
Weapons Convention as part of the agreed annual
exchanges of information exchanges that are meant to
serve as confidence-building measures to help strengthen
the treaty regime.

In recent years, however, a number of semi-official
histories have been published in Russia.1, 2  A major
emphasis in these works has been to list individuals
(including many who were arrested or executed during the
purges of the 1930s) and to detail the evolution of the
names of organizations (partly by citing government
decrees). The histories reflect a desire to preserve the
institutional memory of the Soviet and Russian CBW
defence establishment. The work itself is described in
general terms. Biological-weapon activities are either not
discussed or treated in a very limited manner and no
references are made to the offensive Soviet BW
programme.

While it is undoubtedly true that classified, detailed
histories have been compiled by the Soviet Union, it may

never be clear how their contents, if (or when) they are
released, may have been affected by the political
considerations at the time of their writing. It would seem,
however, that more definitive accounts of Soviet CBW
activities will gradually appear as political and other
sensitivities lessen over time.

In the absence of authoritative accounts, one is
left with varying degrees of ambiguity or doubt as to the
nature and type of activities the Soviet Union undertook.
Public availability of some types of information may not
be necessary or desirable. However, a lack of information
has, over the years, contributed to doubts and
uncertainties. Such perceptions, which are by no means
confined to former Soviet programmes, have the potential
to undermine international norms against chemical and
biological weapons. A better understanding of past
programmes and activities would, partly for this reason,
in fact strengthen the norms.
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Our proposal is for a short, politically binding document to be
adopted by Ministers at a well-publicised side-event during
the 2004 UN General Assembly that would reaffirm existing
international law norms, recognise the challenges they face
and commit States to a range of preventive actions.”


